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BCLP Partner Tony Marks, Franchise Team leader, was quoted Nov. 8 by Restaurant Dive

concerning the key issues both franchisees and franchisors could face in 2022. Many restaurant

franchisors are betting on strong growth in 2022, thanks to a combination of market factors. But

one of the most pressing issues they face, Tony noted, is access to capital in the absence of federal

support, such as the Restaurant Revitalization Fund. Also, he said, restaurant franchisees could

soon contend with changing regulations at both the state and federal level. “There’s a legislative

overlay to all of this … from the federal government with the PRO Act [the Protecting the Right to

Organize Act 2021],” he said. And in California, Assembly Bill 5 (AB5), which reclassifies millions of

independent contractors as employees, took effect in January. “This could change franchising, or

how it gets interpreted,” Tony said of AB5. “Where [the] government may step in may further

complicate a rebound.”
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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